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Crossroads of Colonial Cultures
Offering the latest information in magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) research, this book builds upon the success of the first
volume and provides an updated and comprehensive review, from synthesis, characterization, and biofunctionalization to
clinical applications of MNPs, including the diagnosis and treatment of cancers. The book captures some of emerging
research area which was not available in the first volume. Good Manufacturing Practices and Commercialization of MNPs are
also included. This volume, also written by some of the most qualified experts in the field, incorporates new developments
in the literature, and continues to bridge the gaps between the different areas in this field.

LA S. INFANZIA DI GIESU CRISTO IN TEATRO RAPPRESENTAZIONI E TRATTENIMENTI DRAMATICI
DI PRESEPIO PRESEPI.
The Art of Italy in the Royal Collection
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Allegra è sparita, e Torino non c'è più. O meglio c'è ancora, ma è così cambiata che si stenta a riconoscerla. È un mondo
fatuo e paradossale, quello che sciama attraverso il Quadrilatero Romano della città dove gli operai di un tempo sembrano
essere stati rimpiazzati da una tribù di creativi

Feste, masche, contadini
Il cuore di Khronos, è stato strutturato con la sapienza di un mosaicista, ogni tassello combacia perfettamente con gli altri,
alla fine solo guardando l’insieme di tutte le variopinte tessere si può cogliere l’immagine d’insieme per restare stupefatti,
ma è il tempo il vero protagonista del romanzo. Il tempo che crediamo di conoscere, che si pensa unidirezionale e
irreversibile, ma che crea sgomento e incertezza quando mostra un volto nuovo. Il mistero sulle origini di una strana pietra
che attrae in maniera intensa e sconosciuta lo sguardo e l’attenzione di chi la osserva, coinvolge uomini vissuti nell’arco di
cinque secoli. Così come nel 1545, anche nel 1946 e nel 2050 gli uomini che entrano a contatto con questo straordinario
oggetto si approcciano a esso con curiosità e timore, lo studiano con gli stumenti a disposizione, lo giudicano e scelgono di
agire seguendo le direttive della propria coscienza. Il libro Il cuore di Khronos è uno di quei romanzi che si fa fatica a
chiudere, tanto si desidera scoprire i legami che intercorrono tra le varie epoche, persone e vicende, tanto ci si sente vicini
ai personaggi, tanto è piacevole, ricco e vario lo stile dell’autore.

Memoirs of the Dukes of Urbino, Illustrating the Arms, Arts, and Literature of Italy, from 1440
to 1630
James V. Bono, MD, and Richard D. Scott, MD, two leading authorities in the field, edited this invaluable how-to book on
corrective surgery for failed total knee arthroplasty. The text has an in-depth, comprehensive approach geared for
orthopedic surgeons, sports medicine specialists, and residents. All fundamental aspects of revision total knee arthroplasty
and its complications are covered. More than 350 illustrations–60 in full color–complement well-written explanations of
general principles, surgical procedures, and special considerations. Top experts in orthopedics offer clinical pearls on topics
such as diagnosis and evaluation, pre-op planning and component selection, surgical approach, revision technique, post-op
complications, and salvage. Radiologists also detail the use of imaging for evaluation. Economics and reimbursement are
addressed as well. Readers will find that this thorough and accurate book is an unprecedented guide that unravels the
complexity of revision total knee arthroplasty.

Sourcebook for Jewish Genealogies and Family Histories
From today’s vantage point it can be denied that the confidence in the abilities of globalism, mobility, and cosmopolitanism
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to illuminate cultural signification processes of our time has been severely shaken. In the face of this crisis, a key concept of
this globalizing optimism as World Literature has been for the past twenty years necessarily is in the need of a
comprehensive revision. World Literature, Cosmopolitanism, Globality: Beyond, Against, Post, Otherwise offers a wide range
of contributions approaching the blind spots of the globally oriented Humanities for phenomena that in one way or another
have gone beyond the discourses, aesthetics, and political positions of liberal cosmopolitanism and neoliberal globalization.
Departing basically (but not exclusively) from different examples of Latin American literatures and cultures in globalized
contexts, this volume provides innovative insights into critical readings of World Literature and its related
conceptualizations. A timely book that embraces highly innovative perspectives, it will be a mustread for all scholars
involved in the field of the global dimensions of literature.

The Routledge Handbook to the History and Society of the Americas
Food Applications of Nanotechnology
Ehlers-Danlos Syndrom.

Clinical Applications of Magnetic Nanoparticles
Revision Total Knee Arthroplasty
A comprehensive overview of the current research on inflammation and immunopharmacology, with particular attention to
the use of anti-inflammatory drugs, this book discusses future trends in this area of pharmacological research. It addresses
an audience with basic knowledge in the inflammatory process, immune system and pharmacology. The book meets the
needs of graduate students, junior and senior researchers and is useful as a source of the most current information for
those already working in these fields.

Farfarello Giornale critico-umoristico (Red. F .. Sala)
L'Europeo
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Il liquorista di Preston
The Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome
The Paleoanthropology and Archaeology of Big-Game Hunting
This book provides a contemporary resource on one of the major players in retinal diseases – the Retinal Pigment
Epithelium (RPE). Throughout the book, the physiological and the pathological function of the RPE are covered on equal
terms, to help readers to understand the RPE as a whole. Moreover, the development of RPE in diagnostics and therapy are
covered, as well as some practical knowledge about RPE experimental models. Retinal Pigment Epithelium in Health and
Disease highlights new findings of RPE research and includes the state-of-the-art knowledge of each RPE topic presented.
This important feature sets this book apart from other publications, with the chapters following a design which leads from
the general to the specific, to give a precise collection of the facts known. The chapters are written by well-known experts
that are currently active in the field as consultants, basic scientists, and group leaders, providing expert guidance on the
current aspects and future outlooks of this topic.

Il Cuore di Khronos
Scenario rivista mensile delle arti, della scena
Emma Goldman has often been read for her colorful life story, her lively if troubled sex life, and her wide-ranging political
activism. Few have taken her seriously as a political thinker, even though in her lifetime she was a vigorous public
intellectual within a global network of progressive politics. Engaging Goldman as a political thinker allows us to rethink the
common dualism between theory and practice, scrutinize stereotypes of anarchism by placing Goldman within a fuller
historical context, recognize the remarkable contributions of anarchism in creating public life, and open up contemporary
politics to the possibilities of transformative feminism.

Studi medievali
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La commedia fiorentina raccolta mensile di commedie in vernacolo fiorentino
Italian Popular Tales
Pesaro dalla devoluzione all'illuminismo
A Biographical History of the Fine Arts
Immunopharmacology and Inflammation
Die Bildhauer des römischen Barock, darunter Meister wie Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Alessandro Algardi und Giuliano Finelli,
erreichten eine beispiellose Lebendigkeit ihrer Werke. Dem augenscheinlichen Leben widerspricht jedoch beharrlich die
harte Materialität dieser Skulpturen. Weiches, bewegtes Fleisch, dramatische Bewegungen und flatternde Stoffe sind in
hartem, leblosem Marmor gefangen. So fordert die Skulptur den Betrachter heraus und sorgt für Verwirrung oder auch
Enttäuschung. Anhand zeitgenössischer Poesie und anderer Quellen, welche die Interaktion zwischen Betrachter und
Skulptur reflektieren, untersucht diese Studie, wie Zeitgenossen mit diesem Doppelcharakter der Skulptur umgingen. Dabei
werden auch Ansätze der modernen Psychologie miteinbezogen. Das Ergebnis ist ein neuer Zugang zu einigen der
höchstgeschätzten Meisterwerke europäischer Kunst.

Il corriere di Firenze giornale ebdomadario politico, letterario, di belle arti e teatri con
appendice umoristica e biografica
Nanotechnology has developed remarkably in recent years and, applied in the food industry, has allowed new industrial
advances, the improvement of conventional technologies, and the commercialization of products with new features and
functionalities. This progress offers the potential to increase productivity for producers, food security for consumers and
economic growth for industries. Food Applications of Nanotechnology presents the main advances of nanotechnology for
food industry development. The fundamental concepts of the technique are presented, followed by examples of application
in several sectors, such as the enhancement of flavor, color and sensory characteristics; the description of the general
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concepts of nano-supplements, antimicrobial nanoparticles and other active compounds into food; and developments in the
field of packaging, among others. In addition, this work updates readers on the industrial development and the main
regulatory aspects for the safety and commercialization of nanofoods. Features: Provides a general overview of
nanotechnology in the food industry Discusses the current status of the production and use of nanomaterials as food
additives Covers the technological developments in the areas of flavor, color and sensory characteristics of food and food
additives Reviews nanosupplements and how they provide improvements in nutritional functionality Explains the
antibacterial properties of nanoparticles for food applications This book will serve food scientists and technologists, food
engineers, chemists and innovators working in food or ingredient research and new product development. Gustavo Molina is
associate professor at the UFVJM (Diamantina--Brazil) in Food Engineering and head of the Laboratory of Food
Biotechnology and conducts scientific and technical research. His research interests are focused on industrial
biotechnology. Dr. Inamuddin is currently working as assistant professor in the chemistry department of Faculty of Science,
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. He is also a permanent faculty member (assistant professor) at the
Department of Applied Chemistry, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. He has extensive research experience in
multidisciplinary fields of analytical chemistry, materials chemistry, and electrochemistry and, more specifically, renewable
energy and environment. Prof. Abdullah M. Asiri is professor of organic photochemistry and has been the head of the
chemistry department at King Abdulaziz University since October 2009, as well as the director of the Center of Excellence
for Advanced Materials Research (CEAMR) since 2010. His research interest covers color chemistry, synthesis of novel
photochromic and thermochromic systems, synthesis of novel coloring matters and dyeing of textiles, materials chemistry,
nanochemistry and nanotechnology, polymers, and plastics. Franciele Maria Pelissari graduated in Food Engineering;
earned her master's degree (2009) at the University of Londrina (UEL), Londrina, Brazil; and her PhD (2013) at the
University of Campinas (Unicamp), Campinas, Brazil. Since 2013, she has been associate professor at the Institute of
Science and Technology program at the Federal University of Jequitinhonha and Mucuri (UFVJM), Diamantina, Brazil, in Food
Engineering, and also full professor in the graduate program in Food Science and Technology.

Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease
This landmark publication celebrates one of the most exciting periods in European art. It brings together 93 paintings and
85 drawings from the Royal Collection and accompanies an exhibition of international importance. The earliest paintings in
the book date from the beginning of the sixteenth century and include Giovanni Bellini’s Portrait of a Young Man, Lorenzo
Costa’s Portrait of a Lady with a Lapdog, and the Portrait of a Man, which has previously been attributed to Raphael. From
the end of the seventeenth century is the series of twelve paintings on copper by Luca Giordano, illustrating the story of
Cupid and Psyche. In between are works by Andrea del Sarto, Bronzino, Caravaggio, Correggio, Titian, Giulio Romano,
Jacopa Bassano, Lorenzo Lotto, Palma Vecchio, Veronese, Parmigianino, Tintoretto, Annibale Carracci, Domenichino,
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Domenico Fetti, Orazio and Artemisia Gentileschi, Guido Reni, and Guercino; ranging in scale from small devotional
paintings to large altarpieces, and from religious narratives to mythological subjects and portraiture. The sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries also saw some of the richest and most dynamic developments in Italian drawing, and this book
includes some of the finest drawings by many of the greatest artists of the period – from the achievements of the High
Renaissance (including works by Leonardo, Raphael, Michelangelo, Andrea del Sarto and Parmigianino), through the later
Renaissance in northern Italy (Barocci, Tintoretto, the Carracci), to the Baroque in Rome (Domenichino, Bernini, Maratti),
Bologna (Reni, Guercino) and beyond. Several of the drawings are published under new attributions, and all the entries
reflect recent developments in this field. Scholarly thinking on a number of the paintings is also reassessed, in some cases
for the first time since John Shearman’s The Early Italian Paintings in the Collection of Her Majesty The Queen (1983) and
Michael Levey’s The Later Italian Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty The Queen (2nd edn 1991). Fresh insights are
drawn from the latest research, and from recent cleaning and conservation, which has transformed critical opinion on a
number of the paintings, in particular The Calling of Saints Peter and Andrew, a painting that is now firmly attributed to
Caravaggio himself, rather than a follower. There are also further fascinating works by artists rarely encountered in British
collections, such as Polidoro da Caravaggio, Francesco Salviati, Federico Zuccaro, Cristofano Allori and Guido Cagnacci.

Catalogo dei libri in commercio
Fai il bravo, Tobia! La giornata segreta degli animali
The colonial heritage and its renewed aftermaths – expressed in the inter-American experiences of slavery, indigeneity,
dependence, and freedom movements, to mention only a few aspects – form a common ground of experience in the
Western Hemisphere. The flow of peoples, goods, knowledge and finances have promoted interdependence and integration
that cut across borders and link the countries of North and South America together. The nature of this transversally related
and multiply interconnected region can only be captured through a transnational, multidisciplinary, and comprehensive
approach. The Routledge Handbook to the History and Society of the Americas explores the history and society of the
Americas, placing particular emphasis on collective and intertwined experiences. Forty-four chapters cover a range of
concepts and dynamics in the Americas from the colonial period until the present century: The shared histories and
dynamics of Inter-American relationships are considered through pre-Hispanic empires, colonization, European hegemony,
migration, multiculturalism, and political and economic interdependences. Key concepts are selected and explored from
different geopolitical, disciplinary, and epistemological perspectives. Highlighting the contested character of key concepts
that are usually defined in strict disciplinary terms, the Handbook provides the basis for a better and deeper understanding
of inter-American entanglements. This multidisciplinary approach will be of interest to a broad array of academic scholars
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and students in history, sociology, political science cultural, postcolonial, gender, literary, and globalization studies.

Il Marmo spirante
Since its inception, paleoanthropology has been closely wedded to the idea that big-game hunting by our hominin ancestors
arose, first and foremost, as a means for acquiring energy and vital nutrients. This assumption has rarely been questioned,
and seems intuitively obvious—meat is a nutrient-rich food with the ideal array of amino acids, and big animals provide
meat in large, convenient packages. Through new research, the author of this volume provides a strong argument that the
primary goals of big-game hunting were actually social and political—increasing hunter’s prestige and standing—and that
the nutritional component was just an added bonus. Through a comprehensive, interdisciplinary research approach, the
author examines the historical and current perceptions of protein as an important nutrient source, the biological impact of a
high-protein diet and the evidence of this in the archaeological record, and provides a compelling reexamination of this longheld conclusion. This volume will be of interest to researchers in Archaeology, Evolutionary Biology, and Paleoanthropology,
particularly those studying diet and nutrition.

Immigrants against the State
Colorectal Cancer Screening provides a complete overview of colorectal cancer screening, from epidemiology and molecular
abnormalities, to the latest screening techniques such as stool DNA and FIT, Computerized Tomography (CT) Colonography,
High Definition Colonoscopes and Narrow Band Imaging. As the text is devoted entirely to CRC screening, it features many
facts, principles, guidelines and figures related to screening in an easy access format. This volume provides a complete
guide to colorectal cancer screening which will be informative to the subspecialist as well as the primary care practitioner. It
represents the only text that provides this up to date information about a subject that is continually changing. For the
primary practitioner, information on the guidelines for screening as well as increasing patient participation is presentedd.
For the subspecialist, information regarding the latest imaging techniques as well as flat adenomas and chromoendoscopy
are covered. The section on the molecular changes in CRC will appeal to both groups. The text includes up to date
information about colorectal screening that encompasses the entire spectrum of the topic and features photographs of
polyps as well as diagrams of the morphology of polyps as well as photographs of CT colonography images. Algorithms are
presented for all the suggested guidelines. Chapters are devoted to patient participation in screening and risk factors as
well as new imaging technology. This useful volume explains the rationale behind screening for CRC. In addition, it covers
the different screening options as well as the performance characteristics, when available in the literature, for each test.
This volume will be used by the sub specialists who perform screening tests as well as primary care practitioners who refer
patients to be screened for colorectal cancer.
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Emma Goldman
Includes section "Bullettino bibliografico".

Meno per meno non fa più
The Migration Conference 2019 - Book of Abstracts and Programme
A Tagalog English Dictionary
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is one of the most common disorders with an increasing prevalence and incidence
in the last two decades. This book, edited by two experienced surgeons and a clinical psychologist in cooperation with
numerous worldwide leading experts, presents clinically relevant information for gastroenterologists, internists, surgeons,
residents and also nurses, who frequently care for GERD patients. Focusing on different treatment concepts – medical,
endoscopic as well as surgical – the chapters include the basics of symptomatology and epidemiology, pathophysiology,
GERD among different age groups, complications and its treatment, hiatal hernia or H. pylori and GERD, NERD and
functional heartburn, diagnostic procedures and also presurgical examination. In addition, the patient's perspectives of
disease, diagnostics and treatment are included, the same as economic aspects of GERD, and the impact of disease on
quality of life or patient-reported outcomes after treatment.

Il liquorista di Preston melodramma in tre atti
Ridotto
Retinal Pigment Epithelium in Health and Disease
The study examines cultural effects of various colonial systems of government in the Spanish- and French-speaking
Caribbean in a little investigated period of transition: from the French Revolution to the abolition of slavery in Cuba
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(1789–1886). The comparison of cultural transfer processes by means of literary production from and about the Caribbean,
embedded in a broader context of the circulation of culture and knowledge deciphers the different transculturations of
European discourses in the colonies as well as the repercussions of these transculturations on the motherland’s ideas of the
colonial other: The loss of a culturally binding centre in the case of the Spanish colonies – in contrast to France’s strong
presence and binding force – is accompanied by a multirelationality which increasingly shapes hispanophone Caribbean
literature and promotes the pursuit for political independence. The book provides necessary revision to the idea that the
19th-century Caribbean can only be understood as an outpost of the European metropolises. Examining the kaleidoscope of
the colonial Caribbean opens new insights into the early processes of cultural globalisation and questions our established
concept of a genuine western modernity. Updated and expanded translation of Die koloniale Karibik. Transferprozesse in
hispanophonen und frankophonen Literaturen, De Gruyter (mimesis 53), 2012

Colorectal Cancer Screening
From the 1880s through the 1940s, tens of thousands of first- and second-generation immigrants embraced the anarchist
cause after arriving on American shores. Kenyon Zimmer explores why these migrants turned to anarchism, and how their
adoption of its ideology shaped their identities, experiences, and actions. Zimmer focuses on Italians and Eastern European
Jews in San Francisco, New York City, and Paterson, New Jersey. Tracing the movement's changing fortunes from the
pre–World War I era through the Spanish Civil War, Zimmer argues that anarchists, opposed to both American and Old
World nationalism, severed all attachments to their nations of origin but also resisted assimilation into their host society.
Their radical cosmopolitan outlook and identity instead embraced diversity and extended solidarity across national, ethnic,
and racial divides. Though ultimately unable to withstand the onslaught of Americanism and other nationalisms, the
anarchist movement nonetheless provided a shining example of a transnational collective identity delinked from the nationstate and racial hierarchies.

Brucia la città
Il mistero di Poggio Rupestre
Recensione scritta da me - Modifica recensione Tema principale e fondamentale del romanzo è il rapporto di amicizia che
lega i due giovani protagonisti, Davide e Tobia. Di norma, nella vita reale, non accade che una corrispondenza amichevole
venga analizzata a fondo, indagata e sviscerata come capita di fare soprattutto a Tobia, il meno stravagante ma non per
questo meno bizzarro e audace interprete. Tuttavia, durante i brevi passaggi che portano i ragazzi a mettere in discussione
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la loro conoscenza, con linguaggio semplice, come un dialogo interiore, vengono affrontati tutti i risvolti che l’amicizia è
portata ad affrontare, quelli belli e sereni e quelli conflittuali e inquieti, sondando nel cuore dei protagonisti le sensazioni
che si inseguono alla ricerca dell’equilibrio che rende speciale ogni rapporto amichevole. Non c’è una morale, non viene
data alcuna ricetta. Il lettore viene portato a considerare alcuni dei pensieri che attraversano la mente di Davide e Tobia, gli
stessi ragionamenti e riflessioni che un qualunque ragazzo alle soglie dell’età adulta potrebbe fare, senza tuttavia ricercare
una facile morale o risvolto etico. A contorno dell’analisi introspettiva, che indaga l’anima dei protagonisti, non manca la
presenza “tecnologica” che spazia dalla meccanica classica, espressa dalla passione di Tobia per la motoristica, alla
informatica esperta, mostrata da Davide che spadroneggia per il Web prendendosi gioco di alcuni personaggi storici.
Inoltre, durante il viaggio in motocicletta i due amici si dovranno confrontare con varie personalità, di calibro e cultura
variegata e insolita. In questo modo il lettore sarà condotto a ragionare sul significato della pace e della guerra, sarà
trasportato nel Rinascimento alle prese con gli esperimenti Galileiani, dovrà sorbire le chiacchiere tediose di alcuni
appassionati di letteratura, rimarrà coinvolto dalla passione “rocchettara” durante un concerto, per finire travolto da
un’omelia trasfigurante presso il Pio Monte di Pietà nella città di Napoli. C’è molto altro, oltre a quanto sopra elencato: vale
la pena leggere tutto. Un solo ultimo commento: l’inizio è un po’ lento, il primo colpo di scena arriva solo dopo aver per
bene illustrato chi sono Davide e Tobia e che tipo di personalità esprimono, ma è un passaggio assolutamente obbligato,
perché porterà il lettore a comprendere quanto i fatti narrati – il romanzo dura sette giorni – sapranno modificare e far
crescere il carattere dei due giovani protagonisti, portandoli al consolidamento della loro amicizia.

World Literature, Cosmopolitanism, Globality
We’re pleased to welcome you to the Department of Political Science at the University of Bari “Aldo Moro” for the 7th
Migration Conference. The conference is the largest scholarly gathering on migration with a global scope. Human mobility,
economics, work, employment, integration, insecurity, diversity and minorities, as well as spatial patterns, culture, arts and
legal and political aspects appear to be key areas in the current migration debates and research. Throughout the program
of the Migration Conference you will find various key thematic areas covered in 598 presentations by 767 contributors
coming from all around the world, from Australia to Canada, China to Colombia, Brazil to Korea, and South Africa to Norway.
We are proud to bring together experts from universities, independent research organisations, governments, NGOs and the
media. We are also proud to bring you opportunities to meet with some of the leading scholars in the field. This year invited
speakers include Fiona B. Adamson, Markus Kotzur, Philip L. Martin, Karsten Paerregaard, Ferruccio Pastore, Martin Ruhs,
Jeffrey H. Cohen, and Carlos Vargas Silva. Although the main language of the conference is English, this year we will have
linguistic diversity as usual and there will be presentations in French, Italian, Spanish and Turkish. We have maintained over
the years a frank and friendly environment where constructive criticism foster scholarship, while being nice improves
networks and quality of the event. We hope to continue with this tradition and you will enjoy the Conference and Bari during
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your stay. We thank all participants, invited speakers and conference committees for their efforts and contribution. We also
thank many colleagues who were interested in and submitted abstracts but could not make it this year. We are particularly
grateful to hundreds of colleagues who served as reviewers and helped the selection process. We also thank to those
colleagues who organised panels and agreed to chair parallel sessions over three days. We reserve our final thanks to the
team of volunteers whose contributions have been essential to the success of the conference. In this regard, special thanks
are reserved for our volunteers and team leaders Rosa, Alda, Franco, and Aldo from the University of Bari, Tuncay and
Fatma from Regent’s University London, Fethiye from Namik Kemal University and Vildan from Galatasaray University, Ege
from Middle East Technical University, Mehari from Regent’s University London, and Gizem from Transnational Press
London. Our final thanks are reserved for the leaders of the University of Bari “Aldo Moro” and the Department of Political
Science, President of Puglia Regional Administration and Mayor of City of Bari for hosting the Conference and for their
generous support in enriching the Conference programme. Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us through the
conference email (migrationscholar@gmail.com). Ibrahim Sirkeci and Michela C. Pellicani The Migration Conference Chairs
The Migration Conference 2019 The Migration Conference is a global venue for academics, policy makers, practitioners,
students and everybody who is interested in intelligent debate and research informed discussions on human mobility and
its impacts around the world. The Migration Conference 2019 is the 7th conference in the series and co-organised and
hosted by the University of Bari “Aldo Moro”, Italy and Transnational Press London. The Migration Conferences were
launched at the Regent’s Centre for Transnational Studies in 2012 when the first large scale well attended international
peer-reviewed conference with a focus on Turkish migration in Europe in Regent’s Park campus of Regent’s University
London. The migration conferences have been attended by thousands of participants coming from all around the world in
London (2012), London (2014), Prague (2015), Vienna (2016), Athens (2017), Lisbon (2018), and Bari (2019).
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